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THE KALI INSTITUTE, LLC 

Getting Started 
 
 

Welcome! 
 

Thank you for taking this important step in caring for yourself and opening up new 

possibilities to grow your inner peace, success and life satisfaction. 
 

Congratulations—just by being here, you’ve already gotten started! 
 

This welcome packet is designed to introduce you to our practice and help you find all 

the information you need to feel confident about the process as we move forward. Reading 

through this packet will help you better understand what you can expect from therapy with us, 

our policies, applicable state and federal laws, and your rights. 
 

We encourage you to read through the packet, particularly the first half. You are also 

welcome to print it out for your records, in case you need a quick answer or clarification at any 

time during your journey with us. We will discuss this information during your initial session, 

and you can fill out and sign all the forms during our Initial Consultation. We are always happy 

to discuss any questions you may have about the information here, no matter when your 

questions arise. 
 
 
 
 

What May Be Possible for You 
 

We are excited to align with you to help you find new tools and insights and align with 

the best versions of yourself. 
 

While therapy is by nature extremely individualized and we can’t make any guarantees 

about what your personal journey may look like, we want to remind you that our work goes far 

beyond simply relieving negative symptoms or “fixing what is broken.” 
 

The right therapeutic support can help you access greater possibility than you might 

have even imagined. 
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During our work with clients we have seen people achieve: 
 

✓  Increased productivity  

✓  Significant stress reduction  

✓ Better, more restful, sleep  

✓ Reduction of anxiety 

✓ Reduction of depression 

✓ Enhanced athletic performance 

✓ Clearer thinking and better decision-making Increased confidence and charisma at work 

✓  More fulfilling and connected relationships with friends and family  

✓ The ability to stay more consistently in touch with their inner bad-ass 
 

These outcomes are possible in part because of the motivation and dedication of the 

clients we work with, and in part because of our unique approach. 
 

How We Work 
 

The Kali Institute works with people of all ages to create meaningful personal change. 
We provide both individual appointments and group experiences. 
 

We are the bridge between traditional therapy and performance coaching. It is our 

mission to help you gain fresh insights into your life and behaviors, and to help you change 

subconscious habits and to repattern the way your brain and body work together. 
 

In our experience, the deepest and most lasting transformations come from combining 

research-based techniques with intuitive awareness and personal connection. We bring this 

balanced approach to everything we do. 
 

Specific services we offer include: 
 

• Individual Therapy 

• Group Therapy 

• Parenting Support 

• Massage Therapy 

• Yoga 

• Acupuncture 

• Healing Touch 

• Peak Performance EMDR 

• Healing Touch and EMDR Intensives 
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Our Mission 
We are creating a paradigm shift within mental health by focusing on maximizing an 

individual's unique potential, rather than focusing on a place of deficit. 
 

Individuals who seek us see themselves as go-getters, strivers, and trailblazers. These 

individuals are willing to lean into the work to become the best version of themselves. They are 

ready for life changing results. 

 
About EMDR Therapy: 

We specialize in using eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) as our 
core treatment approach, and will use other compatible modalities as appropriate and in 
conjunction with EMDR therapy. 
 

We are passionate about helping people excel to the next level through using Peak 
Performance EMDR, which is an EMDR protocol specifically designed to help people remove 
blocks that are keeping them reaching their optimum performance goals. 
 

How to See If We Are a Good Fit for You 
We feel that the therapeutic relationship is the foundation of successful treatment. 

Therefore, we offer a free 20-minute phone consultation, and a 30-minute in-person 

consultation at half our fee. During these consultations, you and your provider will determine if 

you are a good fit for therapy. 
 

To schedule your initial 20-minute consultation with one of our Mental Health 

therapists who specialize in EMDR and other counseling techniques, please use our on-line 

scheduler or call 303-241-5195. 

 

To book an initial consultation with Crystal go to: http://bit.ly/KaliCrystal 

To book an initial consultation with Erin go to: http://bit.ly/KaliErin 

To book an initial consultation with Tanya go to: http://bit.ly/KaliTanya 

 
 

Then, please read through this welcome packet thoroughly, before your 30-minute in-

person consultation. (You can fill out and sign the forms included at your consultation, though!) 
 

Our Office 
Our offices are conveniently located at: 2095 W 6th Ave Suite 213 
Broomfield, CO 80020 
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Our Team 
 

Crystal Hines 

Crystal is passionate about helping clients move beyond feeling 

trapped in their lives and circumstances and helping them to discover 

new choices and new ways to shine. She empowers clients in a direct 

and gentle way to connect with their voice and cultivate their unique 

strengths. She assists clients in removing obstacles in their way to living 

the life they want for themselves. 
 

She integrates the benefits of yoga and mindfulness techniques with talk therapy, EMDR 

and other evidenced based therapeutic approaches. 
 

Crystal received her Education Specialist/Master of Science degrees in Mental Health 

Counseling at Florida State University in 2011. She became a Licensed Professional Counselor in 

the state of Colorado in 2013. 
 

Erin Linehan 

Erin helps people to find new tools for living from a place of 

joy. She is passionate about supporting her clients to move beyond 

simply avoiding suffering and instead learn how to engage more 

fully with all of life’s possibilities and tap into their inner mastery. 
 

Erin’s work with clients combines unconditional acceptance with 

straightforward, direct, and supportive communication. Erin specializes 

in Peak Performance EMDR, mindfulness techniques and other evidenced based therapeutic 

approaches. 
 

Erin received her Master of Clinical and School Counseling from the University of 

Northern Colorado in 2010. She became a Licensed Professional Counselor in the state of 

Colorado in 2013. 
 
 
Tanya Barb 

As a Licensed Clinical Social Worker and Certified Yoga 

Teacher with additional training in Somatic Experiencing and EMDR 

(Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing), Tanya works 

with individuals and families to assist them in living to their fullest 

potential both individually and as a working part of their 

interpersonal relationships. 
 

Tanya received her Master of Social Work degree from the University of Southern 

California. 
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Quick Guide to Our Policies 
 

Cancellations: 
 

If you need to cancel an appointment, please give at least 24 hours notice. 

If we do not receive at least 24 hours notice, you will be responsible for paying the full 

session rate. We understand that sometimes things happen, so we are willing to waive this fee 

for your FIRST missed appointment. 
 

Phone and Email Communication: 
 

Scheduling: 

You are welcome to use phone or email for scheduling. 
 

Phone Sessions: 

If meeting in person is not possible, we can schedule a phone session. Both scheduling 

and fees are the SAME for in-person and phone sessions. 
 

Phone Communication Between Sessions: 

If you need to communicate with your therapist in between sessions, the first 15 

minutes of phone time is free. If you would like to communicate for more than 15 minutes, 

then a pro-rated fee will be charged to your account based on the time spent on the phone. Call 

and leave a message, and your therapist will call you back within one (1) business day. 
 

Email Questions: 

Scheduling questions are welcome, and do not incur a fee. 

If you wish to communicate in-depth with your therapist via email, any correspondence 

that takes more than 15 minutes for your therapist will incur a pro-rated fee based on the 

amount of time spent on the email. 
 

Email Security: 

Due to the nature of email, we cannot guarantee the privacy or security of your 

information if you communicate it to us via email. Please remember this and use your own 

discretion. 
 

Social Media Communication: 
 

We do not accept friend or contact requests from current or former clients on social 

networking sites such as Facebook or LinkedIn. 
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We believe that adding clients as friends or contacts on these sites can compromise your 

confidentiality and our respective privacy. We prioritize maintaining clear boundaries in the 

therapeutic relationship, to keep the relationship professional and focused on the therapeutic 

journey of the client. 
 

You are welcome and encouraged to follow our business page, The Kali Institute, LLC on any 

social media site! 
 

Rates: 

Your rate will be set before beginning treatment. Rates are subject to change over time, and 

your therapist will notify you two (2) sessions in advance before implementing a rate increase. 
 

Payment: 

Clients are responsible for payment at the time services are rendered. 
 

Forms of Payment Accepted: 

VISA, MasterCard, Discover, HSA, Cash, Personal Check. 
 

Important info about paying via Square (credit/debit card processing): 

If you choose to pay using Square, please be aware that because the Square processor saves 

emails to send receipts, it is not considered HIPAA compliant. 
 

Insurance: 

Kali Institute, LLC does NOT directly bill through any insurance or medical plan. 

If you would like to seek reimbursement through your insurance company, let us know and we 

can email you insurance-ready statements which detail direct payments you have made. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: This is an easy-to-read guide to our most common policies. Our comprehensive policies 

are located on Page 16 of this packet, in the section titled “Practice Policies.” 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

Q: What’s the difference between talking to you or my best friend or family member? 
 

A: A trained professional can provide you fresh tools, support and perspective that 

others may not be able to provide. While a friend or family member may provide a listening 

ear, a mental health professional can help you approach your situation with new skills, teach 

you to re-wire your brain and nervous system habits, help you gain different perspectives and 

listen to you without judgment or expectations. As a result, when you work with the right 

therapist for you, you gain the ability to access possibilities within yourself that go far beyond 

what you might have discovered through just commiserating with a friend or loved one. 
 

Q: What happens during the therapy session and what should I expect? 
 

A: Together we will create a plan of action to help you achieve your goals. The actual 

process of therapy will look different for everyone. In general, though, we will use a 

combination of discussing how things are going for you and exploring your thoughts and 

feelings with engaging in simple activities that help clarify your core talents, strengths, and 

values. We’ll teach you practices you can use in day-to-day life to strengthen your nervous 

system and brain processing. The bottom line is that your therapist will bring a full toolbox of 

options to the sessions with you, and together we will decide what will most help you achieve 

the results you desire. 
 

Q: How long does treatment take? 
 

A: Less time than “forever” more time than just a few weeks. You may need trained 

therapeutic support, but you don’t need to be “in therapy” for the rest of your life to 

experience significant relief and results. 

While the overall length of time you can expect to be in therapy depends on your 

unique needs and challenges, most people discover that shortly after beginning therapy they 

start to feel improvement in key areas of concern. 

We want you to know from the beginning that often, after this initial relief period there 

is another period of working deeply to get to the root of issues and make permanent change. It 

is important to stay committed during this time, as it can seem that progress is slow during 

these phases. However, these are often the times when you are making deepest and most 

lasting changes that will lead to a lifetime of greater health and life satisfaction. 

Please be assured that we are not interested in working with you longer than necessary. 

Our goal is to support you as deeply and fully as possible in therapy, to help you get to the point 

where you “graduate,” and then to celebrate with you when you are ready to move on to new 

adventures. 
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Q: Can highly intelligent, self-aware and gifted peoples still make use of therapy? 
 

A: Yes. Therapy is not about having someone else tell you what or how to think. And, it 

is much more than just complaining about your past. Effective therapy is about helping you 

more easily and consistently access your best self no matter what challenges you might be 

experiencing in your life or environment. Because of this focus, therapy can be uniquely helpful 

for gifted individuals. 

Many gifted individuals have trouble adjusting to their environment. They may feel like 

it’s hard to fit in socially and find the right school or job. Or, they may find it hard to focus their 

energies and talents and live up to their own “potential.” Exceptional endowments may end up 

feeling like liabilities instead of assets. In some cases, gifted individuals may be seen by others 

as powerful and charismatic, but still feel disconnected from others, socially awkward or bored 

and unfulfilled. 

We have experience working with clients with high IQs and know the challenges you 

may face. With us, you are not alone and can be yourself. And together we can help you how to 

turn “just being yourself” into a fulfilling adventure. 
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New Client Paperwork for Your Records 
 

During your first full session, we will walk you through our policies and make sure 

you are well informed about our training and our methods of practice. In the meantime, 

please take a few minutes to review this Intake Packet, which includes the following 

materials: 
 

- Client Information, Billing, and Fee Agreement 

- Provider Information and Client Rights Disclosure 

- Practice Policies 

- Consent to Counseling Treatment 

- Consent to EMDR Treatment 

- Optional Release of Mental Health Information 

(This form will permit us to collaborate with your other treatment providers or 

communicate information to important people in your life) 
 

Feel free to fill out the informational forms prior to your initial consultation, if you’d like, or to 

save them for your own records—but please wait until you’re in the room with us at your initial 

consultation to sign anything. 
 

We are excited to get to know you and look forward to collaborating with you to meet your 

goals. 
 

Sincerely, 

The Kali Institute, LLC 

Crystal Hines, Owner/Operator, LPC, RYT-200, RCYT, EMDR trained 

Erin Linehan, Owner/Operator, LPC, EMDR certified, HTP-A 
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CLIENT INFORMATION, BILLING, AND FEE AGREEMENT 
 

Primary Client Information: 
 

Client Name: ___________________________________ Date of Birth: ______________ 
 

Address: __________________________________________ City: _____________________________ 
 

State: ________ Zip Code: _______________ 
 

Employer/School: __________________________________ Position: ________________________ 
 

I am interested in receiving the following services or therapies (check all that apply): 

________ Individual Therapy or Consultative services 

________ EMDR Therapy 

________ Healing Touch Program 

________ Group Therapy 

________ Parenting Support 

________ Yoga 

 
How may we contact you? (Fill in all that apply) 
 

Email ________________________________ Home Phone ______________________________ 
 

Mobile ) ___________________ (Text ok? Y/N) _____ Work Phone __________________________ 
 

What is your preferred means of contact? __________________________________________ 
 

Are you interested in receiving appointment reminders? 

Text reminders (circle one): Yes No 

Email reminders (circle one): Yes No 
 

How did you hear about The Kali Institute? (Circle all that apply) 
 

Current/Former Client Friends/Family Physician Therapist Yelp Google Search 
 

Psychology Today Social Media Other: _____________________________________ 
 

If a person directly referred you to The Kali Institute, LLC, please let us know whom to thank! 
 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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May we contact this person to thank them (circle one)? Yes No 

CLIENT INFORMATION, BILLING, AND FEE AGREEMENT – PAGE 2 
 

Previous Counseling and/or Psychiatric Treatment: 
 

Provider Name: ________________________________ Treatment Facility _______________________ 
 

Length of Treatment: ______________ 
 

Current Medications (please include dosages if known): 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Emergency Contact Information: 
 

Name: _____________________________________ Relationship to Client: ________________ 
 

Address: __________________________________________City: ____________________________ 
 

State: _____________ Zip Code: __________________ Home/Mobile Phone: ____________________ 
 

Financially Responsible Party (for clients under 18 or if not same as client): If you are the parent or legal 

guardian of a client/patient who is under the age of 18, please complete the following with your 

information. 

 
Name of Parent or Legal Guardian: _______________________Date of Birth: ______________________ 
 

Address: __________________________________________ City: ____________________________ 
 

State: _____________Zip Code: __________________ 
 

Home Phone:_____________________________ Mobile Phone: _________________________ 
 

Work Phone: ____________________________ Email Address: __________________________ 
 

Form of Payment: 
 

We accept credit cards, debit cards, and personal checks. 
 

If you choose to use a debit or credit card, applicable fees will be deducted from the designated 

account at the time services are rendered. This information will be securely stored in your clinical file 

and may be updated upon request at any time. 

 

(Fill in your card info on the next page) 
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CLIENT INFORMATION, BILLING, AND FEE AGREEMENT- PAGE 3 
 

Account Holder Information: 
 

Account Holder Name: _________________________________________________________________ 
 

Account Holder Address: _______________________________________________________________ 
 

Card Type: Visa MasterCard Discover HSA 
 

Card Number: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Expiration Date: ______________________________ CVV Code (3 digit number on back):_______ 
 
 
 
 

I _________________________________ [print name] certify the information provided above is 

accurate to the best of my knowledge. I agree to pay for the costs of the services provided, and 

authorize any service fees to be deducted from or charged to the form of payment designated on this 

form. Should any of the above information change, I agree to update my provider as soon as possible. 

 
 

____________________________________________________ 

Signature of Client or Legal Guardian 

____________________ 

Date 
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PROVIDER INFORMATION AND CLIENT RIGHTS DISCLOSURE 
 
Service Provider: 
 
Crystal Hines, Ed.S/M.S., LPC, RYT, RCYT, EMDR trained 

Colorado License Number: LPC 0011736 
 
Education/Degrees: 
 
Specialist in Education and Masters of Science – Mental Health Counseling 
Florida State University, 2011 
 
Bachelor of Science – Psychology 

University of Central Florida, 2009 
 
Registered Yoga Teacher – 200 hour certificate 

Heritage College, 2014 
 
Licensed professional counselors are regulated by the State Board of Licensed Professional Counselor 

Examiners within Colorado’s Department of Regulatory Agencies (DORA), 1560 Broadway, Suite 1350, 

Denver, Colorado 80202, (303) 894-7800. 
 
A Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) must hold a Master’s or Doctorate Degree in their profession, 

and have 2,000 hours of post-degree experience over a minimum of 24 months, with 100 hours of post-

degree supervision over a minimum of 24 months. In addition, an LPC must pass the National Counselor 

Examination. 
 
Client Rights and Important Information. You are entitled, to receive information from your therapist 

about the methods of therapy, the techniques used, the duration of your therapy, if known, and the fee 

structure. You can seek a second opinion from another therapist or terminate therapy at any time. In 

addition, you are encouraged to discuss any of my treatment recommendations with your primary care 

physician, or any other Board-certified physician you deem appropriate. In a professional relationship, 

sexual intimacy is never appropriate. You should report any such behavior to the board that licenses, 

registers, or certifies the licensee, registrant, or certificate holder. 
 
Voluntary participation. Your participation in therapy is at all times voluntary. You have the exclusive 

right to choose whether to remain in or terminate this treatment relationship at any time, although any 

fees or costs incurred on your behalf prior to termination will remain your responsibility. Upon the 

cessation of any treatment or services, you also have the right to ask about and understand the 

consequences of stopping treatment. 
 
Disclosure of Client Information. Generally speaking, information provided by and to the client during 

therapy sessions is legally confidential and cannot be released without the client’s consent. There are 

exceptions to this confidentiality, some of which are listed in section C.R.S. § 12-43-218, the HIPAA 

Notice of Privacy Practices you have been provided, as well as other exceptions in Colorado and Federal 

law. For example, mental health professionals are required to report child abuse to authorities. If a legal 

exception arises during therapy, we will take all reasonable efforts to inform you of it, if feasible. 
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PROVIDER INFORMATION AND CLIENT RIGHTS DISCLOSURE - PAGE 2 
 

Specific advisement regarding Therapeutic Touch Therapies. At the Kali Institute, some of the 

approaches we use may employ physical or therapeutic touch in addition to traditional therapy 

modalities. This includes Healing Touch (please contact us for a “Healing Touch Consent Form” for 

further explanation) and yoga (please contact us for a “Yoga : Agreement to Participate Form” for 

further explanation). 

 
The use of therapeutic touch in combination with traditional psychotherapies can result in feelings of 

irritability, restlessness, anxiousness, or even nausea. Some practitioners believe therapeutic touch may 

make fevers and active inflammation worse, so it may be best not to have it done when you have either 

a fever or active inflammation, such as a swollen joint from arthritis. Some practitioners also believe it 

should not be done on areas of the body where there is cancer. Please advise me of any issues you may 

have that you are concerned may be negatively impacted by therapeutic touch. Negatively perceived 

memories, emotions, or traumas that are held in the body and consciousness may also be released 

during therapeutic touch treatments. 

 
In addition, Therapeutic Touch may involve interaction with potentially sensitive parts of the human 

body. You may decline to include therapeutic touch treatments in your sessions. If you elect to combine 

therapeutic touch treatments into your therapy, including Healing Touch or yoga, please discuss with us 

any concerns you may have regarding touch or any physical interaction with any part of your body. We 

will do our best to advise you of the treatments and touch involved in a particular therapy or session. 
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PRACTICE POLICIES 
 

Litigation and Court Proceedings. I understand that if I am in a divorce or custody litigation, or involved 

in the court system in any other manner, that the role of my therapist is not to make recommendations 

for the court concerning custody or parenting issues. Only court-appointed experts, investigators, or 

evaluators can make recommendations to the court on disputed issues concerning parental 

responsibilities and parenting plans. If I choose to subpoena my therapist to testify on my behalf, I agree 

to pay the therapist the rate of $380/hour for all reasonable preparation time, travel time, and time at 

or in court. 

 
Phone and Email Fee Policies. Sometimes meeting in person is not possible and we will need to 

communicate in other ways. Phone sessions are scheduled in the same way that an in-person session 

would be and the fee is the same. If you are interested in communicating with your therapist in between 

sessions over the phone or by email, the first 15 minutes of time spent between regular sessions is 

included with your psychotherapy fee. If you feel that you would like to communicate for more than 15 

minutes on the phone, then a pro-rated fee will be charged to your account based on the time spent on 

the phone. Your therapist is not always available by phone, (i.e. sometimes they will be in session with 

another client or otherwise unavailable). If you would like to be called back, please leave a voicemail 

message indicating this, and your therapist will call you back within one business day. Short emails 

regarding scheduling or quick questions will not incur a fee, but any email correspondence longer than 

15 min will incur a fee. 

 
Rate Agreement. I agree to pay the following amount based on 60 min sessions: _________ 

I understand that fees are subject to change over time, and my therapist will notify me two sessions in 

advance before implementing a rate increase. 

 
 

Forms of Payment & Payment Policies. We accept the following forms of payment: Visa, MasterCard, 

Discover, HSA, Cash, and personal Checks. Clients are responsible for payment at the time services are 

rendered. In the event billing efforts fail, delinquent accounts may be subject to collections. We will 

make all reasonable attempts to develop a payment plan for a client struggling to pay a past due balance 

prior to sending a balance to collections. 

 
Cancellation Policy. In the event you need to cancel an appointment, please provide notice to your 

therapist within 24 hours of your scheduled appointment time. If sufficient notice of a cancellation is not 

provided, you will be responsible for paying the full session rate. We understand that sometimes things 

happen, so we are willing to wave this for a first missed appointment. 

 
Insurance. This practice does not directly bill through any insurance or medical plan; however, insurance 

ready statements can be emailed to you at the end of each session detailing any direct payments you 

have made to the practice. These statements can be used to initiate the reimbursement process 

privately through your insurance company if you choose. 

 
Consent for Non-Secure Communications. This practice often uses Square to process payments, and 

because the Square processor saves emails to send receipts, it is not considered HIPAA compliant. If you 
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wish to not use Square, please inform your therapist to set up an alternative process of receiving an 

invoice and/or receipt. If you choose to send emails through Gmail or another email service, please 

know that we cannot guarantee the security of your email. Clients determine their own risk when 

choosing to send personal information via email. 

 
Social Media Communications. Due to the importance of your confidentiality and the importance of 

keeping our relationship professional and focused on your therapeutic journey, we do not accept friend 

or contact requests from current or former clients on social networking sites such as Facebook or 

LinkedIn. We believe that adding clients as friends or contacts on these sites can compromise your 

confidentiality and our respective privacy. It may also blur the boundaries of our therapeutic 

relationship. You are welcome and encouraged to follow our business page, The Kali Institute, LLC on 

any social media site we subscribe to. 

 
Termination Policy. Ending relationships can be difficult. Therefore, it is important to have a termination 

process, in order to achieve some closure. The appropriate length of the termination depends on the 

length and intensity of the treatment. If we determine that psychotherapy is not being effectively used, 

or if you are in default on payment, we may terminate treatment. We will make all reasonable efforts to 

first discuss termination with you, including exploring the reasons and purpose of the termination. If 

therapy is terminated for any reason, or if you request another therapist, we will provide you with a list 

of qualified psychotherapists to treat you. You may also choose someone on your own or from another 

referral source. Should you fail to schedule an appointment for three consecutive weeks, unless other 

arrangements have been made in advance, for legal and ethical reasons, we will consider the 

professional relationship terminated. Upon termination, we will then send you a notice in writing that 

our services are discontinued. 
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CONSENT TO COUNSELING TREATMENT 
 

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED WITHIN THIS PACKET, 

INCLUDING YOUR RIGHTS, OUR POLICIES, OR CONCERNING THE PROPOSED TREATMENT OR THERAPY 

RELATIONSHIP; PLEASE ASK US NOW BEFORE SIGNING THIS CONSENT FORM. 
 

DO NOT sign this form unless you have THOROUGHLY READ AND UNDERSTAND THE INFORMATION 

contained within it. 
 
 

Consent and affirmation: 
 
I, ___________________________________ [print name], 

have read and fully understand this intake packet, including the disclosure, client rights, and practice 

policies statements. I attest all information I have provided is accurate to the best of my knowledge or 

recollection. I understand I should not sign this form if all items, including all of my questions, have not 

been explained or answered to my satisfaction, or if I do not understand any of the terms or words 

contained in these forms. I give my consent to begin a counseling relationship with the Kali Institute, and 

to participate in therapy sessions. If I decide to stop or amend my therapy regimen at any time, I will 

immediately contact my counselor to discuss that fact. 
 
 

__________________________________________ 

[signature of Client or Responsible Party] 

___________ 

[Date] 
 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

[If signed by Responsible Party, please state relationship to client and authority to consent] 
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CONSENT TO EMDR TREATMENT 
 

A. Services provided. You will participate in a therapy called Eye Movement 

Desensitization and Reprocessing, or “EMDR.” EMDR is an evidenced-based form of psychotherapy that 

enables people to heal from the symptoms and emotional distress that are the result of disturbing life 

experiences or traumatic memories. EMDR therapy is an eight-phase treatment that includes targeting 

traumatic memories and processing them through visual tracking. 
 

B. Goal of treatment. The goal of EMDR therapy is to help you process the experiences or 

memories causing problems, leaving you with the emotions, understanding, and perspectives that will 

lead to more healthy and useful behaviors and interactions. 
 

C. Potential Risks and Benefits. While EMDR is a treatment that has been found to be 

helpful for depression, anxiety, and other mental health problems, it has only been widely validated 

through research pertaining to post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Research on other applications of 

EMDR is ongoing. It is important to recognize that during any psychotherapy, distressing or unresolved 

memories may surface. Some clients have experienced reactions during the treatment sessions that 

neither they nor the administering clinician anticipated, including high levels of emotion or physical 

sensation. Your therapist will work with you in the context of your therapy to manage any disturbing 

feelings or memories that may arise. Subsequent to the treatment session, the processing of incidents 

or issues may continue, and additional or recurring dreams, memories, flashbacks, feelings, or other 

issues may surface. 
 

D. Alternatives. Alternative therapeutic approaches include individual, group, or family 

psychotherapy. 
 

E. Voluntary participation. Your participation in EMDR therapy is at all times voluntary. 

You have the exclusive right to choose whether to remain in or terminate this treatment relationship at 

any time, including during a session, although any fees or costs incurred on your behalf prior to 

termination will remain your responsibility. Upon the cessation of any treatment or services, you also 

have the right to discuss with me the consequences of stopping the treatment. 
 

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS AS TO THE RISKS OR HAZARDS OF THE PROPOSED TREATMENT, 

OR ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE PROPOSED TREATMENT, PLEASE ASK NOW 

BEFORE SIGNING THIS EMDR INFORMED CONSENT FORM. DO NOT SIGN THIS FORM UNLESS 

YOU HAVE THOROUGHLY READ AND UNDERSTAND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED WITHIN IT. 
 
Consent to Treatment: I have read and fully understand this EMDR informed consent form. I understand 

I should not sign this form if all items, including all of my questions, have not been explained or 

answered to my satisfaction, or if I do not understand any of the terms or words contained within this 

form. I consent to participation in EMDR therapy, either by itself or in accord with other counseling. If 

any future questions or concerns arise, I will immediately contact my practitioner to discuss them. 
 

________________________________________ [signature of client or responsible party] 
 

_____________________________ [print name] ___________________ [date] 
 
If signed by Responsible Party, please state relationship to client and authority to consent: 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
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OPTIONAL RELEASE OF MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION 

(If you do not agree to this release, please leave this page blank and do not sign below) 
 

Name: ________________________________ Date of Birth: ______________ 
 

I authorize that information may be exchanged between the following third-party(ies) and The Kali 

Institute, LLC: 

 
Name: ____________________________ Relationship to Client: ______________________ 
 

Address: _________________________________ Phone: ________________________ 
 

FAX: ______________________________ 
 
 
 

Name: ____________________________ Relationship to Client: ______________________ 
 

Address: _________________________________ Phone: ________________________ 
 

FAX: ______________________________ 
 
 
 

I authorize the disclosure of the following information: 
 

______ All Information ; _______ Diagnosis;     ______ Clinical Progress Notes; 
 

______ Psychological Evaluation; _______ Intake Information;     _______ Discharge Summary. 
 

I understand that information disclosed pursuant to this authorization may include information relating 

to sexually transmitted disease, HIV/AIDS, treatment for alcohol and drug abuse, and psychological or 

psychiatric conditions, unless later restricted as detailed below. Once information is disclosed pursuant 

to this signed authorization, I understand that general federal privacy laws designed to protect 

confidential or private information, including HIPAA, may not apply to the recipient of the information, 

and therefore, those regulations may not prohibit the recipient from re-disclosing the information. 

 
I understand that I may revoke this authorization at any time, except to the extent that action has 

already been taken to comply with it. In order to revoke this authorization with respect to information 

other than drug and alcohol treatment program records, I understand that I must provide written notice 

by reasonable means to The Kali Institute, LLC. If not revoked earlier, this release and authorization will 

expire one year from the most recent date signed. I release the Kali Institute and all of the above parties 

from any and all liability that could result from disclosing information subject to this release. I further 

acknowledge a copy of this release and authorization may be utilized with the same effectiveness as an 

original. 
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OPTIONAL RELEASE OF MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION - PAGE 2 
 

I understand that I may refuse to sign this authorization, and this will not affect my ability to receive 

treatment at The Kali Institute, LLC. 

 
The Kali Institute does not recommend email as a means of communication. There are some risks that 

any protected health information that may be contained in such email may be disclosed to, or 

intercepted, unauthorized third parties. By signing this form I acknowledge that email is not secure and 

I am releasing The Kali Institute, LLC from any liability relating to unauthorized disclosure of 

information contained in email correspondence. 

 
 

____________________________________________________ 

Signature of client, parent, guardian, or authorized representative 

_____________ 

Date 
 

_______________________________________ 

Print name 

___________________________________ 

Authority to act (if applicable) 
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